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About BIT
Beijing Institute of Technology (BIT), originally named
the Academy of Natural Sciences, is a researchoriented public university under the direction of
Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, P.
R. China.
It receives considerable trilateral supports and
endowments under the agreement signed by
Ministry of Education, the Commission of Science,
Technology & Industry for National Defense, and
Beijing Municipal Government in September 2000.
BIT offers 66 undergraduate programs, 193 graduate
programs, 97 doctoral programs and 19 postdoctoral
programs.
There are over 27,000 students, including 14,863
undergraduates, 7,902 master’s degree candidates
and 3,320 PhD candidates from nearly 100 countries
and regions. Since BIT’s founding in 1940, more than
200,000 students have graduated from BIT. There
are 3,500 staff members, including over 2,000 fulltime faculty members.

About News
Agency of BIT
News Agency of BIT is a non-profitable student
organization. It is supervised by instructors assigned
from News Center of BIT. The main purpose of News
Agency is to serve the official English Website of BIT.
News Agency of BIT offers supports for the official
English website’s operation and maintenance.
We provide news, information, translation of text
material, photography, image processing, dubbing
and video processing services for the official English
website of BIT and related international divisions.
News Agency of BIT consists of three sections
including Translation Section, Audio Section,
Interview and Publicity Section.
Aims of News Agency of BIT:
Unity ---- To establish a harmonious organization
and to work together in unity.
Advance ---- To build academic spirit in practices of
foreign language learning.
Keenness & Wisdom --- To be keen on different
perspectives of news and to be wise in formulating
thoughts
Responsibility ---- To pursue news translation
accuracy and objectiveness and to strive for being
an international pioneer in BIT.

About English Website of BIT

[Chinese Edition]

北京理工大学英文网简介

北理工英文网始建于2012年10月，是学校面向社会的综合性英语新
闻网站。随着信息化和国际化工作的推进，师生以及社会公众对于
英文网站建设也提出了更高的要求。为更加全面地展示学校办学成
绩，提升网站的用户体验，党委宣传部协同信息化办公室和网络中
心等部门，历时半年对英文网站进行了升级改版，2020年9月英文
网站全新上线。改版后的网站设有About BIT, Admissions, Schools &
Departments, New & Events, Research, Collaboration和Campus七个
栏目，分别报道展示北理工重要活动、学术成果和科研进展、北理
工人的精神风貌和校园风采等，内容更加丰富，形式更加活泼，营
造了更加开放包容的网络宣传环境。
在外观界面上，相比旧版网站的传统排版设计，新版网站采取了多
屏长页面设计，在扩展网站页面信息展示的同时，兼具国际化现代
化风格，沉稳的墨钴蓝色与淡褐色为背景色调，搭配多彩的新闻图
片，体现出北理工严谨务实而紧跟时代着眼世界的发展追求。
在新闻内容方面，除保留旧版网站精品内容外，顶部栏目School &
Departments整理汇总了北理工各书院/学院和科研单位的通知链接，
供访问者在首页即可“一键直达”；在科研方面，网站基于Research
栏目，创造性地将学校的科研成果动态划分为 “Natural Science”,
“Humanities and Social Sciences”, “Labs & Centers” 和 “journals”等
几方面，北理工各领域方向的研究进展一览无余；最具特色属校园
新闻的报道改版，一改以往按时间陈列的报道，新版网站的顶部栏
目“News & Events”将校园新闻划分为 “Focus”, “Global”, “Campus”,
“Media”, “People”, “Research”, “Photo galleries”, “Newsletter”, “Video”,
“Events” 九个模块，新闻事件分类报道，或严肃或活泼，大大增加了
英文网内容的丰富性和可读性。

值得一提的是，作为英文网改版的重点建设内容，党委宣传部精心
策划了北京理工大学首个校园英文新闻刊物——BIT REVIEW，刊物
设“北理工校史”，“北理工故事”、“人物特写”，“国际交流”等栏目，集
中展现了北理工的师生风貌和时代担当，体现出深厚的人文关怀和
严肃的科学精神。目前已完成6期，电子版在英文网同步上线，实体
刊物即将出版。
北理工英文网是学校面向师生校友、社会公众、国际友人进行宣传
和展示的重要平台，特别在深化与海内外科研机构、高校的合作交
流，增强与国际友人沟通联系等方面发挥着重要作用。除日常开展
信息发布、新闻报道等，英文网抓住重要时间节点、重要事件，进
行主题新闻宣传和舆论引导。在2020年抗击疫情和北理工八十周年
校庆等重大活动中发布各级各类新闻报道和通知公告30余篇，面向
全社会和外国友人传递北理工声音，树立北理工形象。
英文网由党委宣传部负责建设和日常运行维护。设有专职网站编辑1
人，稿件撰写、编译全部由英文专业教师和学生完成，有效保证了
新闻的质量和水平。此外，为增强网站运维力量，党委宣传部建设
了校级学生组织——外语新闻社，经过几年的建设，新闻社积累了
丰富的工作经验，对网站建设形成了很好的支撑。
北理工英文网是学校开展国际宣传的重要阵地，肩负着树立学校国
际形象、促进国际交流的重要使命。下一步，党委宣传部将以更加
开阔的视野、更加严谨的态度，做好英文网站建设，不断提高学校
的国际影响力。
北京理工大学英文网网址：http://english.bit.edu.cn/
党委宣传部
2020年12月25日
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Improve Teaching Ability and Build a
Team of Outstanding Young Teachers
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--Record of Training Young Teachers of
School of Mathematics and Statistics of BIT
News Source: Beijing Institute of Technology

[Editor's note] The year 2021 marks the 100th anniversary of the founding
of the Communist Party of China (CPC). It is the first year of implementing
the 14th Five-Year Plan and embarking on a new journey to build a modern
socialist country in all respects. While the whole Party is studying the
history of the Party, the Publicity Department of Party committee launches
a special report entitled "Always follow the Party and forge ahead on a new
journey", which fully displays the school’s achievements in strengthening
the leadership and construction of the party, vividly telling the struggle
stories of BITers, extensively gathering the majestic power of the school's
development, and welcoming the Centennial birthday of the CPC with
outstanding achievements.

H

undred years' policy takes root in
education; while the development
of education is based on teachers.
It is an urgent task for the development
of Chinese education at present and in
the future to train first-class teachers and
improve their overall quality.
In recent years, the Party committee of
the School of Mathematics and Statistics
has attached great importance to the
construction of the team of young teachers.
The school focused on young teachers’
growth through the guidance of Party

construction. With the young teachers'
basic teaching skills competition, the
young teachers' ideological and political
education-themed salon and other activities
as the starting point, the Party committee
has organized a series of activities and
combined the education of the party history,
conditions of BIT and the teaching and
scientific research practice, so as to improve
the sense of responsibility and strengthen
the teaching ability of young teachers, and
help the comprehensive reform of School
of Mathematics and Statistics and the
"double first-class" construction of BIT.

Inherit the red gene and strengthen the
construction of young teachers' Ethics
"The fundamental task of education
is to foster character and civic virtue,
and teachers undertake the glorious
mission of cultivating the builders and
successors of the socialist cause. As
teachers, we should not only impart
knowledge but also teach students
how to do things." Xu Houbao, a
young teacher from the School of
Mathematics and Statistics, shared in
a young teacher training salon entitled
"inheriting the red gene of BIT and
innovating ideological and political education in the School of Mathematics and Statistics".
Applying ideology and politics education into the classroom does not need to be mechanical;
instead, it should be like putting salt into the water. The combination of course content and
history of BIT can not only deepen students' understanding of what they have learned, but
also enhance students' love for BIT." After the youth salon, said Wu Wenting, a new teacher.
The Party committee of the School of Mathematics and Statistics attached great importance
to the guidance of the young teachers' ideological awareness. Aiming at the "curriculum
ideological and political education", the Party committee has carried out young teachers'
salons, seminars and other activities to help young teachers deeply think about the important
responsibility and mission of teachers.
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"Time elapses. As teachers, the original
intention of choosing the cause of
education has never changed. In the
future, we should take over the baton of
history, inherit the red gene and forge
ahead. " Wang Bo, a young teacher said
spontaneously. In November 2020, on
the occasion of the 80th anniversary of
BIT, the Party committee of the school
organized young teachers to visit the BIT
History Museum and carried out education
on BIT’s history and conditions. This
helped the young teachers inherit the red
gene let young Party members find their
original passion for teaching , and further
consolidate their sense of belonging. It
can also enhance the sense of pride and
honor of BIT of young Party members. In
the BIT History Museum, young teachers
sought their spiritual roots, and looked for
the spiritual inheritance of "Yan'an root,
military soul", which is a distinct character
of BIT culture.
"The deeds of the older generation of
retired teachers in the school are very
touching. For decades, they dedicated
themselves to classroom and worked hard
to cultivate talents, which set an example
for young people like us. When I saw them
step down from the rostrum with honor,
I knew that the heavy burden of teaching
would be handed over to us." In the honor
retirement and entry ceremony of the
School of Mathematics and Statistics,
young teachers all presented bouquets for
retired teachers to express their respect

for them. In the education and training
of young teachers, the Party committee
of the school make full use of the role
of "mentoring" by old teachers and
organized teacher representatives of party
members and retired teachers to talk with
young teachers about the struggle stories
of "three generations" of mathematicians.
They exchanged the connotation of "spirit
of mathematics", to let young teachers
fully realize the quality of rigorous
scholarship, solidarity and diligence of the
older generation and the spirit of selfless
dedication, enhancing young teachers'
sense of responsibility and mission.
In recent years, the Party committee of
the School of Mathematics and Statistics
has attached great importance to the
construction of teachers' ethics. They aim
to make good guidance for young teachers
as soon as they entered school. They believe
that young teachers should take the first
step steadily in the career path, and devote
themselves in becoming qualified teachers
with high morals. Under the guidance of the
Party committee of school, young teachers
have made achievements in teaching and
have been recognized by students. Among
them, Xu Houbao was awarded “Famous
young teacher in Beijing”. “In the ‘I
love my teacher’ activity at BIT, many
teachers won the most popular ‘public
course teachers’ and ‘professional course
teachers’,” wholeheartedly said Chen Ke,
secretary of the Party committee of the
School of Mathematics and Statistics.

Improve
teaching skills
and consolidate
the foundation
and confidence
of teaching and
scientific research
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teaching skills competition, which reflects
their excellent teaching ability and the
continuous improvement of our teachers’
team," said Heng Jing, vice dean of the
"This is the first time I participate in the School of Mathematics and Statistics.
basic teaching skills competition for
young teachers. Through the competition, "Presenting my research to experts and
I broadened my knowledge, saw the scholars is not only demonstrating myself,
excellent performance of other teachers, but also inviting them to give precious
and felt that I still had a lot to learn, " said advice on my work. Through the faceZhang Jie, the teacher who won the second to-face communication with experts
prize in the 2020 young teachers' basic and scholars, I am more clear about my
research direction in the future.", said Prof.
teaching skills competition of BIT.
With the basic teaching skills competition Wang Dianpeng. In addition to the basic
of young teachers as the starting point, teaching skill competition, the School of
the school focused on the improvement of Mathematics and Statistics has elaborated
young teachers' teaching ability and carried a series of guiding activities to enhance
out a series of training and exchange teachers' scientific research ability. The
activities combined the form of oneactivities.
person-one-evaluation and centralized
"Teachers' professional ability has great discussion to help young teachers further
influence on the quality of teaching. In clarify the direction of scientific research
recent years, many teachers of our school and identify research focus in the exchange
have stood out in the young teachers’ basic and communication.
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"How can we contribute to serve the major national strategic needs and local economic
development? How can we participate in and contribute to major scientific research
projects? Through communication and guidance, the school has helped us find an
example of success and clarified the direction of future efforts." Zhang Rangrang, a
young teacher, said with emotion. In order to provide consultation and effective help
for young teachers to participate in major research projects, the School of Mathematics
and Statistics has held many trainings of applying for projects such as National
Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC), and has launched the Youth Teacher
Development Forum. In the past two years, the NSFC approval rate for young teachers
in the new system has reached 96%. Two young teachers, Zhu Rongchan and Deng
Yuxing, have been successfully approved for the "Excellent Young Scientists Fund"
project, and have become young academic leaders, which constantly contribute to the
improvement of the school's scientific research level," said Tian Yubin, dean of the
School of Mathematics and Statistics.
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Accurate service and guarantee solve
the worries of young teachers
"When the young teachers just arrived at the school, they faced unfamiliar
surroundings and encountered difficulties. We have the responsibility and
obligation to help them solve their worries and provide full support for them
to quickly adapt to the environment and successfully carry out teaching and
scientific research." School of Mathematics and Statistics Party Secretary Chen
Ke said. In recent years, the Party committee of the School of Mathematics
and Statistics has implemented the one-stop project of "teachers' induction
pocket book", which provides convenience for the new teachers in the party
construction, human affairs, scientific research, enrollment etc. "When we just
came to school, the school provided such warm-hearted help which we are very
grateful for." The new young teacher Wan Jie said with emotion. "In recent years,
the Party committee has done a lot of work in taking care of young teachers.
During the epidemic last year, I was off for an exchange project abroad. The Party
committee of the school not only cared about my working and living conditions,
but is also very concerned about our personal health and safety, which was very
warm-hearted and helped me to stay at ease while doing research. At present,
I have submitted a Party membership application. I hope to improve my study,
strive for scientific research and become a Communist Party member as soon
as possible with the help and guidance of the school Party committee.” Young
teacher Kong Xiangshun said in excitement.

In addition, the Party committee of the School of Mathematics and Statistics
also gave full play to the vanguard and exemplary role of party members and
launched a series of activities to help teachers grow and imrove. Experienced
party member teachers paired up with young teachers one-to-one to guide them
in teaching methods and research ability. There were also various activities
among the teachers in order to enhance their cohesion.It is lucky for an
individual to meet a good teacher. Moreover, it is the honor of a school to have
good teachers and the hope of a nation to have a steady stream of excellent
teachers. In the future, under the leadership of the Party committee of BIT,
the School of Mathematics and Statistics will regard morality construction
and talents training as the fundamental task and continue to do a good job
in training young teachers and guiding all teachers to fulfill their role for the
country and the party. The school will also deepen the comprehensive reform
of the school, and make unremitting efforts to build a world-class university
in China.
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Cultivating Fertile Soil for Teachers’ Lifelong Learning:
A Documentary of Faculty Training at BIT
News Source: Beijing Institute of Technology
[Editor's note] 2021 marks the 100th anniversary of the founding of the
Communist Party of China. It is the first year of implementing the 14th FiveYear Plan and is a new start of building a modern socialist country in all
aspects. Under the circumstance of carrying out party history learning and
education, the Department of Publicity of the party committee has launched
a special report titled "Always Follow the Party and Forge Ahead in the New
Expedition", which covers the school’s achievements in Party building and
strengthening the leadership of the Party and tells the stories of strivers in
BIT, both of which have broadly gathered the majestic strength of the school's
development.

“

An educator must first be educated. An evangelist must first understand and believe
what he preaches. Beijing Institute of Technology (BIT) has been making sure the
ideological education of new teachers. Through constantly carrying out theoretical
learning and ideological and political education covering all teachers, BIT has been guiding
them to become disseminators of advanced culture and thoughts and strong advocates
of the ruling of the party. Therefore, teachers can better take on the responsibility as
instructor and guider for the healthy growth of students.” On January 6, 2021, Beijing
Television Good Morning Beijing reported the training of the teaching staff at BIT and
the featured practices.
First-class universities need first-class teachers. Building a high-quality team of teachers
with strong political qualities, professional abilities, and superb educating skills is the
basis of university building. The Communist Party of China (CPC) Committee of BIT
has always regarded building a high-quality faculty as one of the basic and strategic tasks
for accelerating the building of a first-class university. In 2018, as the Ministry System
Overhaul advanced, the school party committee further integrated resources and strength
and further promoted the separation of management and service. Based on the original
Teaching Promotion and Teacher Development Center, the Center for Faculty

Development was established. Under the guidance of the Department of Human Resources,
the Center for Faculty Development takes the lead in building professional capacity and
one-stop service of the faculty and staff and continuously promotes the professionalization
and refinement of teacher training and services.
In the past two years, the center has closely focused on the goal of building a first-class
university. Serving full-time teachers, administrators, counselors, and experimenters,
it has focused on the omni-directional needs of faculty and staff career development,
including three stages of pre-job training, ability improvement, and top-notch training, and
has innovatively built a systematic, modular, standardized and branded faculty education
and training system. An atmosphere that encourages diligent thinking and learning and
focuses on growth and mutual assistance has been created.
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"I have worked at BIT for more than 30 years. When it comes
to the growth needs of teachers, I have received a lot of help in
the past two years, which has been very heart-warming." "BIT’s
teacher training system is becoming more and more complete and
systematic. A series of targeted training can help our new teachers
integrate into new positions better and faster." Whether it is an
old teacher who has worked in the school for many years, or a
new teacher who has just started, they are full of praise when they
talked about the teacher training system at BIT.
"In the past a few years, we mainly focused on helping teachers
improve their professional skills. In recent years, under the
premise that teacher ethics is the first standard, we have been
paying more attention to the all-round improvement of the quality
of the faculty," said Luo jia, Director of the Center for Faculty
Development.
In recent years, based on the concept of the development of all
aspects of a person and aiming at improving the ideological,
political, professional and technical competence of the faculty and
promoting self-realization, BIT has striven to create three teacher
training sections of ethics, erudition, and mental and physical
well-being. Starting from the fundamental task of building
morality and educating people and centering on the fundamental
questions of whom to train, how to train and train for whom, BIT
has drawn a blueprint for the growth of first-class teachers where
the faculty forges ahead together with the school.
“I attended a wonderful lecture in the afternoon and it gave me
a deeper understanding of teaching. Indeed, there are no boring
courses or boring classes. No matter which subject we are
teaching, as long as we teach with all our heart, the class will
become lively and interesting,” said Zhang Yong, a young teacher
from the School of Foreign Languages, who was impressed by the
lunch workshop at the Qiushi Forum. “This semester, I have been
trying teaching with the methods and lecture style I learned from
the training, and it turned out that the students’ learning efficiency
has greatly improved,” said Suo Dingjie, a young teacher from the
School of Life Science, admitting that the training has provided
great help for his teaching work.
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As the reform of the teaching of education deepens, how to further
stimulate the enthusiasm of teachers and attract more teachers
to pay attention to teaching and promoting teaching has become
the focus of the teacher training. Qiushi Forum has been making
the most use of lunch time; each month it focuses on one core
theme of education and teaching that is concerned about, such as
the improvement of course’s ideological and political education
ability, the improvement of student-centered teaching ability,
"MOOC production and blended teaching" ability improvement,
innovation and entrepreneurship instructor's ability, theory and
method of online teaching, etc. The workshop has been extensively
inviting prominent teachers from inside and outside the school
to carry out online and offline training activities, disseminating
advanced education concepts to create a virtuous teaching culture
and build a communication platform for teachers.
Qiushi Forum is only a microcosm of teacher training workshops.
Relying on the three education sections, the teaching and training
system focuses on the growth needs of teachers and students and
has started a series of popular workshops. Ethical section focuses
on teachers' ideological and political education, building teachers'
ethics and promoting courses’ ideological and political education to
help teachers achieve self-improvement and self-transformation.
The section of erudition conducts classified training according
to the position’s competency needs of different groups, and has
started a number of workshops to train management skills and
help new teachers grow. The physical and mental well-being
section spreads the concept of physical and mental health to the
faculty to improve the sense of happiness and satisfaction at work
and in life and has also started its workshops.
In recent years, the school has been constantly improving teacher
training system: trainee scope continues to expand and training
quality keeps improving. Based on the competency needs of the
staff at different positions and different stages of development,
the training program has combined and modified compulsory and
elective, online and offline, and general and classified training. In
the past two years, more than 370 training workshops of various
forms and rich content have been carried out with more than
20,000 participants.
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“We must trace back the history of
professional courses, explore the patriotic
genes rooted in every generation of BIT
and stimulate students' sense of family
and country. We must educate people for
the party and for the country,” said Peng
Xiwei, Professor at School of Automation,
when sharing his experience in ideological
and political education with other teachers.
Teacher's ideological and political
awareness directly influences the quality
and effect of course’s ideological and
political education. To help teachers
strengthen their ideological guidance
role and bravely assume the mission of
helping students grow in the new era, BIT
has formulated a systematic program for
improving teacher’s ability to enhance the
ideological and political education effect
of their courses. Starting from inheriting
the spirit of BIT, mastering concepts and
methods, and studying from outstanding

experience, the program comprehensively
employs a variety of training methods to
help teachers in terms of ideology, theory
and actual methods, which will boost
the ideological and political education
capability of the courses and helps teachers
enhance their education awareness and
ability.
On October 19, 2020, 76 new teachers
travelled to Yan'an, a holy place of
Chinese Revolution. At the “red” origin
where BIT was born, they refreshed their
ideas while learning the struggle of the
school’s founding and development and
internalized the red gene of "Root in
Yan'an and Soul in Military Industry".
The “red” gene will pass on and the spirit
of Yan'an will last forever. Zhao Changlu,
Secretary of the CPC Committee of BIT,
taught young teachers the "First Lesson of
Teacher Ethics" at BIT History Museum,
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the consciousness that educators must first
be educated,” said Xue Qing, a national
model teacher at BIT.

allowing them to have an in-depth
understanding of the school’s 80-year
history of development and hard work,
and inspired the teachers’ sense of
loving the party and serving the country.
Principal Zhang Jun made a special report
of "Cultivating Opportunities, Forging
Forward to Serve the Country; Opening
New Prospects, Taking Responsibility
to Write China's New Chapter". The
report comprises three parts: mentorship,
responsibility, and ambition, and puts
forward ardent expectations for young
teachers. Groups after groups of new
teachers have come to Yan'an and studied
the essence of the spirit of revolutionary
forerunners represented by the teachers
and students of the Academy of Natural
Sciences (predecessor of BIT). In addition,
the Center for Faculty Development
also cooperated with the Department of
Publicity, CPC Committee to distribute
the "Reading BIT" series to new teachers,
from which they can learn about the
touching stories of taking on important
tasks and innovations in the history of BIT.
“To let the ideological and political
elements into their brains and hearts,
teachers need to continuously consolidate
the three basic skills of ideological and
political education—the ‘kung fu’ of
finding the ideological and political
elements in the course, the ability to
organically integrate it into teaching, and

In order to help teachers effectively use
courses to aid students’ growth and achieve
professional courses with breadth, depth
and warmth, BIT has gathered a team of
experts that are enthusiastic about and
familiar with promoting ideological and
political education. BIT has successively
invited Professor Xue Qing from the School
of Mechanical Engineering, Professor Peng
Xiwei from the School of Automation,
and Professor Song Tian from the School
of Computer Science and Technology to
share online the experience in promoting
ideological and political education, which
has helped teachers quickly find the
starting point and achieve organic in-depth
integration. “The integration of ideological
and political education into teaching
requires teachers to teach and guide with
both graveness and tenderness so that
students can climb up the peak of science
and technology and feel the temperature of
history and culture,” said Song Tian when
sharing his insights on courses’ ideology and
politics education role.
To solve the specific problems when teachers
apply concepts and methods to different
disciplines, apart from sharing ideas, BIT
specially invited teachers with successful
cases to share their experience of integrating
ideological and political education into
professional courses from the perspectives of
engineering, science, humanities and other
disciplines. This workshop has promoted the
implementation of ideological and political
education in professional courses and helped
courses to be more thorough and practical in
aiding students’ personal growth.
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Accumulation and innovation as the power source of teacher training
Teachers’ Teaching Development Forum held in Nantong
University, BIT's teacher training work based on all-round
development has been highly praised by other participating
universities.

"Teachers must become masters and serve as a model for
students in terms of learning and behaving and promote students
to grow in an all-round way," said General Secretary Xi Jinping
during his inspection at Tsinghua University, putting forward
clear requirements and responsibilities for teachers. "Teachers
are engineers of souls and inheritors of human civilization.
They shoulder the important task of spreading knowledge,
ideas, and truth and shaping souls, lives and newcomers,"
said General Secretary Xi Jinping at the National Education
Conference, expressing earnest expectations for teachers.
Facing the requirements of developing a strong generation
of university teachers in the new era, the Center for Faculty
Development actively innovates and seeks reforms, promotes
teacher development and training with new ideas, technologies
and models while building a training system for the overall
development of teachers. The efforts have effectively promoted
the full-dimensional improvement of the teaching team, the
support for teachers’ whole career growth, and skill and ability
training for the whole team, which has achieved a way of
training teachers with BIT characteristics.
"BIT is the only university in China that conducts training
for teachers' all-round development needs. Its practices are
pioneering and leading." In November 2020, at the University

In teacher training, BIT has introduced many experiential
training activities such as sand table, quality development, “red”
practice and systematic, immersive, and task-based project
training camps to continuously improve learning effectiveness.
At the same time, a team of teacher development and guidance
experts has been formed to independently develop quality
training courses and create future-oriented teacher training
projects through innovation.
“Teacher training continues to innovate methods, gives full play
to the advantages of the network platform, carry out general
and personalized training. The whole process of training can
be completed on the phone, which provides convenience for
experts and teachers. We can make full use of fragmented time
for effective learning,” said Zhou Ya, associate professor at the
School of Optics and Photonics.
The innovation of teacher training system is not only reflected
in the concept of work, but also results in profound changes
in the form and platform of teacher training. With the
development of the Information Era, schools have gradually
transformed teacher training from a simple combination of
online and offline to a deep integration of multiple training
modes. Especially after the outbreak of COVID-19 in 2020,
BIT has been cultivating new opportunities in the crisis and
have widely applied learning methods that break the limitation
of time and space, such as live streaming, micro lecture, MOOC
and online boot camps so as to promote lifelong learning and
independent ability development of teachers as a norm.
In 2020, BIT was the first university in China to design a smart
teacher development system that adapts to the post-epidemic
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era education reform, including three major subsystems:
smart training management, smart mobile learning, and smart
technology support. The system uses Internet Plus technology
to integrate high-quality learning resources inside and outside
the school. It achieves the integration of learning, check-in,
evaluation, interaction, feedback and other module. At the
same time, the integration of learning modes such as live
streaming, recording, boot camp, and independent learning
has minimized teachers’ learning burden. At present, this most
intelligent training management system in China has been
completed and put into use; version 1.0 of the mobile learning
system has been put into operation.
Teachers are the backbone of education. Without a high-level
faculty, it would be difficult to educate high-level innovative
talents or to produce high-level innovative results. In the future,
the CPC Committee of BIT will take high-quality development
as the main task, further improve teacher training mechanisms
and build a first-class teacher development system and a highquality professional and innovative faculty that shoulders
the responsibility of education for the country, making its
contribution to building a world-class university with Chinese
characteristics.
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Promote Education
Internationalization and
Strengthen Global
Competitiveness
News Source: Beijing Institute of Technology

I

n October 2018, a certificate of "Mitacs
Outstanding Contribution Award" was
sent across the ocean to Zhang Xiaoran,
an undergraduate student majoring in
automation (taught in English) at Beijing
Institute of Technology (BIT). In the summer
of 2018, he participated in the Canadian
Mitacs research internship program and was
highly recognized by the Canadian advisor.
Later, with the support of BIT, Zhang Xiaoran
participated in the IEEE flagship conference
BIBM (Biomedicine and Bioinformatics)
held in Madrid, Spain, where he reported
his research results. Over the years, students
with outstanding performance like Zhang
Xiaoran have continuously emerged in BIT’s
international scientific research internship
projects.
As globalization accelerates, education
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internationalization
has
become
an
important path toward a world-class
university. During the 13th Five-Year Plan
period, BIT adhered to open education and
comprehensive reforms and has achieved
remarkable results in internationalized
education of undergraduates. The number of
undergraduates participating in international
(abroad) exchanges in 2019 has doubled
from 2015, accounting for 42.42% of the
students in the grade. In 2019, BIT offered
a total of 223 English/bilingual courses,
which is 2.1 times the number of that in
2015. The establishment of a full English/
bilingual teaching major has created an
international atmosphere in BIT, promoted
the integration of domestic education with
international standards, and laid a solid
foundation for educating high-quality talents
with international competitiveness.

comprehensively build an international
exchange platform

"The world today needs
high-quality talents with
international vision, crosscultural
communication
skills,
and
international
competitiveness. Exchanging
student abroad is an important
measure for BIT to promote its
education of internationalized
talents," said Vice President
Wang Xiaofeng at the
opening ceremony of the 2018
Undergraduate International
(Abroad)
Exchange
Exhibition. In the past five
years, the internationalization
of the school's undergraduate
education has developed
rapidly. By the end of 2019, the
number of BIT’s international
exchange
programs
has
increased by 79% compared
with that in 2015, and the
number
of
dual-degree
program partner universities
has increased from 8 in 2015
to 13. A cooperation model
with high-level universities in
6 continents and 73 countries
has been formed; BIT has
been carrying out all kinds
of international exchange
projects and building a global
network of international

exchanges covering all majors;
BIT has been actively following
the international first-class
standards, and has achieved 46
cooperative projects with the
top 200 universities in the QS
world ranking, which increased
by 25% over the 2015 figure;
the number of participants
of practical research projects
accounted for 60% of all shortterm projects.
Behind the rise of quantity
and quality is BIT’s attention
and support for education
internationalization. When Zhao
Changlu, BIT’s party committee
secretary, led a delegation to
visit partner universities in
Europe, he would have a cordial
discussion with BIT’s exchange
students at each university he
visited. When President Zhang
Jun visited Russia, he celebrated
the Mid-Autumn Festival with
BIT students exchanging there.
Vice President Wang Xiaofeng
led a delegation to visit many
universities in New Zealand
and Australia to further promote
the development of overseas
exchange programs. Similar
events go on and on. After the
outbreak of the Covid-2019 in
2020, teachers immediately sent
out their concerns,

warming every BIT student
overseas with sincere wishes.
To
support
students’
international exchanges, BIT
has set up the "special fund
for undergraduates abroad
exchanges",
which
has
sponsored more than 8,300
students. BIT has been actively
guiding students to apply
for the China Scholarship
Council's projects. Up to
now, more than 680 students
have received fund. BIT has
launched the "Special Project
for Overseas Graduation
Projects for Internationalized
Talents", which has funded
more than 100 students. BIT
has implemented the "Canada
Mitacs
Undergraduate
Research and Internship"
project, and the number of
applicants increased from 4
in 2012 to 70 in 2020. The
vigorous development of
education internationalization
has provided undergraduates
with a diversified international
training platform, which fully
demonstrated the strength of
BIT’s talent education.
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internationalized education

While the undergraduate international (abroad) exchange continues
to grow, the internationalization of undergraduate teaching on
campus is also advancing steadily. In 2011, BIT piloted the
establishment of four full English teaching majors, including
mechanical engineering and electronic science and technology.
For the establishment of the full English teaching majors, the
responsible schools have been determined to reform, innovate and
follow the establishment ideas of emphasizing practice, design,
and integration to establish a scientific and reasonable curriculum
system that is in line with international standards, and are equipped
with a team of teachers with overseas experience. From 2016 to
2020, the postgraduate entry rate of the four full English teaching
majors is over 80%, much higher than the average postgraduate
entry rate of BIT graduates. Up to now, BIT has established six
full English teaching majors covering international students, where
both Chinese and foreign students study in the same class.
In recent years, BIT has continuously sent teachers of full English
majors to study and observe overseas. At the same time, BIT has
been absorbing high-level young teachers with overseas learning
backgrounds to gradually improve the teaching and classroom
quality of full English teaching courses. In addition to full English
teaching majors, the number of English/bilingual courses in other
majors of BIT has also

steadily increased, from 66 in 2015 to 101 in 2020. Since 2015,
BIT has successively opened many real-time video courses taught
by international teachers, and the teaching method has gradually
come in line with international standards. In 2020, Covid-2019
accelerated the transition of courses from offline to online.
Department of Undergraduate Academic Affairs collaborated with
schools to design or select more than 30 overseas high-quality
online courses and scientific research practice online projects as
supplements and extensions to BIT's courses, and has promoted
the recognition process of credits to stimulate students' learning
potential and personalized development.
"The construction of internationalized courses for undergraduate
education could not only be 'invited in', but also be 'sent out," said
Li Ping, director of the Department of Undergraduate Academic
Affairs. In 2020, the Ministry of Education officially launched a new
international MOOC platform—iCourse International Platform,
and nine courses taught in English recommended by BIT were
approved and officially launched. This marks the first step in the
internationalization of teaching at BIT. The brand of "Learning at
BIT" gradually goes global, realizing the localization of international
courses and the internationalization of local education.
Establishing internationalized courses for undergraduate education
is an inevitable move to adapt to the new environment. The
integration of domestic higher education with international standards
has broken the barriers of time and space, giving students more
choices while demonstrating BIT's confidence and determination in
the internationalization of undergraduate education.
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Innovation to serve the country’s major strategic needs
The purpose of higher education is not only to satisfy students' personal
growth pursuit, but also to shoulder the important task of educating
talents for the country. "In the 'Belt and Road' science and technology
initiative, higher education shoulders three important missions:
intellectual support, source of innovation, and the responsibility of
think tanks. We must give full play to the advantages of industryuniversity-research collaboration, establish a production-universityresearch integration interaction mechanism, and coordinate the joint
construction of the ‘Belt and Road’ initiative," said Zhao Changlu,
secretary of the BIT party committee, in an interview with People's
Daily Online. At present, BIT has been cooperating with nearly 20
universities in 7 countries including Russia, South Korea, and Italy to
carry out cooperation and exchange projects such as double degrees,
summer projects, exchange students, visiting studies, and graduation
projects, actively serving the national strategic needs.
BIT strives to promote student exchanges, medium- and long-term
visits, short-term exchanges and education with cooperative colleges
and universities under the “Belt and Road” initiative and conducts
dual-degree joint education in the field of engineering and technology.
To support the comprehensive strategic partnership between China and

Russia, in 2017, BIT and Bauman Moscow State Technical University
and other high-level universities jointly established the "SinoRussian Joint Education Program for Specialized Professionals with
Undergraduate and Master’s Degree Programs", aiming to educate
international talents in important fields of national demand.
From the conclusion of inter-university agreements to the establishment
of university alliances, education internationalization of BIT is
transforming from a single project to systematic cooperation, and a
new development channel for the education of innovative talents and a
new situation of win-win cooperation are taking shape.
The competition between countries is ultimately the competition of
talents. Undergraduate education internationalization has a long way
to go. BIT will further strengthen the training of students' professional
knowledge and academic ability, make full use of overseas high-quality
educational resources, and create an international curriculum system
that combines horizontal and vertical "general courses plus professional
courses". Eventually, BIT will form an international education pattern
for undergraduates that matches the training goals of internationalized
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Capital Labor Medal
for BIT professor!
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Committed to innovation, he serves the
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country's development and construction
with science and technology

R

ecently, Beijing Federation of Trade Unions released commendation
decisions of 2021 Capital Labor Award, Capital Labor Medal, and Beijing
Worker Pioneer Award. Lin Defu, Professor at School of Aerospace
Engineering of Beijing Institute of Technology (BIT) won the "Capital Labor
Medal" of 2021.

He has been dedicated to the field of intelligent flight, creating a "hero in the air";
He innovated the talent training model and created the champion "Flying Eagle";
He serves the country’s strategic development and builds a “bridge” for
cooperation;
He is Lin Defu, a professor at the School of Aerospace Engineering, Beijing
Institute of Technology.

Listed in the Talent Project in the New Millennium, Outstanding Mid-aged
Experts and director of Beijing Key Laboratory of UAV Autonomous Control
Technology, he has long been committed to the research of cutting-edge basic
theories in unmanned intelligence clusters and advanced technology in guidance
and control. He has authorized more than 40 invention patents, published
two monographs and over 80 papers. He also won one second-class national
technology invention award, 5 provincial and ministerial level awards, and the
honorary title of "National Worker Pioneer".

In recent years, forest fire prevention
and control has been facing tough times.
It is like a battlefield. In order to reduce
the loss of personnel and property,
Professor Lin Defu and his team carried
out multiple rounds of optimization
design and tests and developed a UAV
cluster collaborative fire extinguishing
system that meets the actual combat
requirements within 100 days.
The system can complete the full-process
closed-loop operation of detection,
perception,
decision-making,
and
disposal in a complicated environment,
and is capable to fly in formation on
multiple unmanned platforms and
coordinate fire extinguishing capabilities.
At present, the product certification
of National Emergency Management
Department has been completed, and was
included in Beijing Forest Fire Fighting
Disposal Plan. It has been put into actual
combat drills and is undergoing pilot
deployment.

In August 2020, at Fangshan District,
Beijing, a "fire field" composed of four
large fire spots was blazing. A combat
formation composed of multiple unmanned
helicopters quickly took off and headed
for the "fire site" to drop fire extinguishing
bombs at the fire point. They accurately
reached the predetermined height and
position, and sprayed fire extinguishing
fluid to completely put out the fire It only
took less than 10 minutes to damp down
the fire. The experts and leaders on the spot
expressed their approval of the fire control
effect. It was the "UAV Cluster Collaborative
Fire Extinguishing System" that completed
this task, a system developed by Prof.
Lin’s research team in cooperation with
technology companies such as Flightwin.

▲ The UAV Cluster Collaborative Fire Extinguishing System
(up) and the new fire extinguishing bomb developed by the team
(down)
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In addition, during the development of fire
extinguishing bombs, it was discovered
that traditional fire extinguishing bombs
would cause pollution to the environment.
Based on the design concept of "green,
safe and efficient", the team has innovated
a new type of fire extinguishing bomb in
cooperation with related companies, which
has been practically applied in forest fire
extinguishing tasks.

The "Flying Eagle" team is guided
by high-level international scientific
research competitions and major
national needs, condensing scientific
problems and collaboratively carrying
out technical research, which greatly
enhanced students' frontier scientific and
technological research capabilities.
In addition to participating in
competitions, students on the team also
actively transformed the scientific and
technological achievements formed
during the competition into actual
productivity, and serve for poverty
alleviation. In recent years, Lin Defu has
led a team of students to investigate and
connect with poor areas such as Fuping
in Hebei, Lvliang in Shanxi, Pucheng in
Fujian, and Liuhe in Jilin. In response to

“Corn starch is applied as the raw material
of the shell, and it can be degraded in the soil
within 6-24 months. Plant protein extract,
which cause no pollution, is used as the main
material of the fire extinguishing fluid. At
the same time, the fire extinguishing fluid
can produce ‘microbubbles’ to isolate the
air, ensuring that the ash will not reignite,
and no harm will be done to the soil.”
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"How to train industry-leading leaders
and talents for national key fields?"
This is a question which Professor Lin
Defu has been thinking and practicing.
In 2015, he created a scientific and
technological innovation team composed
of teachers and students of BIT-the
"Flying Eagle" team. He focuses on
cultivating students' innovative ability,
team spirit and international vision on
large platforms and large projects, which
effectively transforms the advantages
on R&D into advantages on talent
cultivation. A scientific and technological
innovation team of college students with
diverse disciplinary backgrounds and
outstanding innovative abilities came
into being and gradually moved to the
center of the international stage.

——Lin Defu
"Replacing, liberating, and enhancing
manpower" is the core mission of the
unmanned intelligent system. It is also
the goal of Lin Defu’s team to transform
scientific research results into application,
and achieve the strategic development of
serving the country. "The application of
UAV can be said to be 'boundless'. In addition
to traditional fields, we are also constantly
leveraging our own advantages to innovate
in high-rise fire extinguishing, agricultural
plant protection, logistics, and the ability
to solve operations in high-altitude areas.
Research is for long-term development
of the subject, for the cultivation of highlevel talents, and for constantly gathering
strength." said Lin Defu.

▲ On Feb 25, 2020, BIT "Flying Eagle" team won the
championship at MBZIRC2020 held in Abu Dhabi, UAE!

▲ On March 23, 2017, BIT "Flying Eagle" team won
the championship at the MBZIRC2017 held in Abu
Dhabi, UAE!

problems such as mountainous areas and insufficient labor in poverty-stricken areas, the
team combined the key technology of UAV clusters with the need for fine management
of fruit forests, and carry out research on UAV cluster precision fruit forest management
systems. A fruit forest precision management system test base has been established in
Liuhe, Jilin, helping the countryside in practical terms.

25 With cooperative development,
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China's wisdom moves towards
the "Belt and Road"

The "Flying Eagle" team won two world championships in the UAE, gaining recognition,
respect, and trust. At the same time, it also attracted attention from the heads of UAE's
education and technology departments. In 2017, BIT welcomed a new friend, Hussein
Hamadi, Minister of Education of UAE. On behalf of UAE Ministry of Education, he
expressed high-level support for China-UAE education and technology cooperation
for BIT. He also provided opportunities for the team to implement international
development strategies.
In July 2017, Beijing Institute of Technology-Khalifa University of Science and
Technology International Joint Laboratory Construction Agreement was formally
signed. Both parties would jointly carry out technical cooperation on smart agriculture,
submarine oil pipeline inspection, marine exploration, human-machine integration, and
unmanned driving in agriculture, climate, oil pipelines and oceans. In addition, both
parties wouldalso play an exemplary and leading role in the joint laboratory to promote
all-round cooperation in science and technology, talents, and education.
▲ In November 2018, UAE Khalifa University of Science and Technology visited BIT and signed relevant construction
agreements

“It is the common scientific and technological strategic need of China and
UAE to carry out research on intelligent unmanned systems. We will strive
to build a world-class scientific and technological innovation platform in this
field, provide strong support for the development of the national "Belt and
Road" initiative, and gather BIT’s wisdom and China's strength to contribute
to the development of the countries along the "Belt and Road" routes.”
by Lin Defu

▲ In July 2017, the team went to Khalifa University of Science and Technology in UAE, and both parties signed a
memorandum of understanding to build a joint laboratory
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Liu Fang: Teaching Is My
Greatest
Happiness

Be a Deep Enthusiast of Teaching Reform

T

here is such a teacher at BIT who
advocates that English learning
should be combined with real life. She
believes that English should be integrated
and developed in accordance with other
superior disciplines of the university. She
also emphasizes making the class instructive
so that students can feel the real charm of
English. She is Liu Fang, professor at the
School of Foreign Languages of Beijing
Institute of Technology (BIT).
"As long as I have dream in my heart, I will
have strength at my feet." Each generation
draws the power to grow and move forward
from learning and life in different ways.
"Teaching is my greatest source of happiness.
Every day I spend my times with energetic
students, I am always full of hope. " For Liu
Fang, professor at the School of Foreign
Languages with nearly 30 years teaching
experience, the happiness gained from this
job is unparalleled! With such feeling, Liu
Fang enjoyed her role as a teacher at BIT!
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▲ If a class is not well-taught, I will be in a bad mood all day!

As the head of the College English teaching
and research section and the lead faculty
advisor of undergraduate English teaching,
Liu Fang has been committed to teaching
reform and curriculum construction for many
years. She always said that she wished to
make her class more insightful and let every
student feel the charm of English.
“Classroom teaching must stay close to
students’ real life. Only in this way can
language phenomena be transformed
into autonomous language ability. When
teaching the “College English Reading,
Listening and Speaking” course, Liu Fang
will design some hot topics in her teaching
and let students discuss them in group. For
example, she guides students to distinguish
the different meanings of words through of
the topic of medical resources allocation.
She also organizes science and technology
forum to help students combine English
learning with project research. Only when
language learning is combined with reallife experience can it demonstrate endless
vitality,” explained Liu Fang. Over the
years, she has continuously explored new
methods and models for teaching reform,
held and took part in a number of national
and provincial education reform projects.
Among them, the project of "Exploring new
models of online teaching and improving
students' comprehensive English ability"
won the first prize of National Prize of
Teaching Achievement.
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Be an Explorer of
Curriculum Construction

As the course leader and lecturer of
the first batch of national first-class
undergraduate
courses
"English
for Academic Purposes", Liu Fang
will leave students with a literature
research assignment related to their
majors after each course. To solve
students’ problems better, Liu Fang
often consults teachers of different
majors after class. Oftentimes, she
would not give the answers to students
directly, instead, she would tell them
how to find the answer by themselves.
Although sometimes this has increased
her teaching task load, she is always
delighted to do so. “It is better to teach
people how to fish than to give them
fish directly. Teaching them how to
acquire knowledge is more important
than passing on knowledge.”

research and reform of college English
curriculum system. She believes that, in
today's society, English language learning
itself cannot cater for students’ needs for
employment and further study. It is vital to
reform the curriculum system for four types
of students including science and engineering,
“The course ‘Cross-Cultural English liberal art, international accounting, and art
Communication’ is designed for and sports students.
liberal art students, which teaches
them to depict
Chinese culture “From 2015 to 2017, we have completed the
in foreign languages. Meanwhile, classified construction of English curriculum
‘English for Academic Purposes’ is system, built over ten new English courses and
for science and engineering students, formed different types of English courses, in
which trains students' English reading order to promote language education to better
ability and scientific research thinking. serve the training of talents and the needs of
In addition, we also offer specialized students. The construction of such a curriculum
English elective courses for all system has quickly showed remarkable
students, such as ‘Technical English’, results. Beforehand, our students have never
‘Business English’, ‘Journalistic won awards in national English competitions,
but since 2018, they have successively won
English’, etc.
first prizes in national English speaking and
writing contests”.
In 2015, Fang Liu presided over the
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Be a Practitioner of Curriculum
Ideology
▲ The development and
construction of our Party
and the country requires the
continuous struggle of young
generations. Youth is the hope
of the country. As a teacher,
it is my responsibility and
obligation to cultivate more
outstanding students.

Liu Fang pays great attention to curriculum ideology. When teaching the “English
for Academic Purposes” course, if the teaching content involves the development of
science and technology innovation on national level, Liu Fang will fit the scientific
and technological hotspots into her teaching, for example, she talks about the
technological breakthrough in intelligent translation in China, and its important role
in the development of China’s internationalization and the Belt and Road Initiative.
In class, she constantly stimulates students’ patriotism and guides students to set up
correct values. “Prof. Liu's class not only allows us to feel the charm of language, but
also let us learn about knowledge outside English." This is the general consensus about
Liu Fang’s class among her students.
“Although we have a shorter language research history than many foreign language
universities, the combination of linguistics and translation with our university's superior
engineering majors will greatly increase the depth and breadth of linguistic research.”
With the advance of information age, the study of language disciplines has also
undergone tremendous changes. In 2019, the "Beijing Institute of Technology Language
Engineering and Cognitive Computation Laboratory" led by Liu Fang was officially
recognized as a key laboratory of the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology.
It also marks a new phase of BIT foreign language subject development. During her
teaching career, Liu Fang has also growed as a person. She has won the 14th Beijing
Higher Education Teachers Award and the 2nd Beijing Institute of Technology T-more
Excellent Teaching Award, etc. These awards witnessed Liu Fang's hard work and
growth. Even in ordinary positions, we can make contributions to social progress as
well as the development of the school. Like Liu Fang, many BIT teachers with passion
and persistent pursuit of education career have silently dedicated and persevered in
ordinary jobs. They are the witnesses and pioneers of the new era!

S

ince December 2019, coronavirus
disease
2019
(COVID-19)
caused by respiratory syndrome
coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) has led
to 180 million confirmed cases and
3.8 million deaths. The rapid spread
among people is one of the most
prominent features of SARS-CoV-2.
The main transmission mechanism of
the virus is the infestation caused by
the integration of its spike protein (S)
and the angiotensin-converting enzyme
(ACE2) receptor of the host cell. The
receptor-binding domain (RBD) of
spike protein’s S1 subunit promotes the
recognition and interaction of SARSCoV-2 and ACE2, while the S2 subunit
fuses the membrane and mediates virus
genome into the cytoplasm of the host.
Therefore, blocking the interaction
between ACE2 and RBD is generally
considered to be the key strategy to
inhibit SARS-CoV-2 infestation and
spread. At present, many therapies are
used for the prevention and treatment
of COVID-19, such as remdesivir,
chloroquine, interferon, Tocilizumab,
convalescent plasma, neutralizing
antibody and traditional Chinese
medicine, yet there is currently no
targeted miracle drug. Nucleic acidbased therapeutic agents have great
potential for the prevention and
treatment of COVID-19 (and other
infectious diseases) due to their rapid
development, high target specificity

and fewer side effects. The development
of an aptamers-based treatment plan
is a potentially effective method to
contain COVID-19.

BIT team obtained anti-COVID-19
neutralized aptamer
through screening
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Recently, a research team led by
researcher Huang
Yuanyu from
Advanced Research Institute of
Multidisciplinary
Sciences
of
Beijing Institute of Technology
(BIT) has published an article
entitled “Identification of SARSCoV-2-against aptamer with high
neutralization activity by blocking
the RBD domain of spike protein 1”
on Signal Transduction and Targeted
Therapy (a leading journal of China
STEM journal excellence action plan,
IF="18.187). It screened and identified
the SARS-CoV-2-against aptamers
with high neutralization activity which
can block the RBD of S1 subunit.

The team screened S1 subunit’s aptamer
with high affinity and specificity
through capillary electrophoresis (CE)based systematic evolution of ligands
by exponential enrichment (SELEX)
method. To ensure the evolution
efficiency of the affinity and specificity
of aptamer candidates, the team used a
combined SELEX strategy of positive,
negative and complex background
screening processes and continuously
reduced the concentration of S1 to
increase screening pressure. The team
eventually obtained six DNA aptamers
(nCoV-S1-Apts) with high affinity for
S1 subunits (KD: “0.118±0.033 to
85.610±14.219” nM).
The results of specificity and

cytotoxicity evaluation show that
nCoV-S1-Apts has high specificity, antiplasma protein interference properties
and low toxicity, which is beneficial to
reduce the potential off-target effects
and cytotoxicity. Moreover, molecular
docking predicts that nCoV-S1-Apt1
can interact with the RBD domain of S1
subunits, blocking its two main active
sites with ACE2. This is also verified
by the binding test with RBD protein,
so nCoV-S1-Apt1 has the potential to
be used as an effective inhibitor of the
RBD domain.
In order to evaluate the identification
and detection potential of nCoVS1Apt1, the team established an AuNPs
colorimetric assay, which can quickly
and specifically detect S1 subunits in
human serum with a lower detection
limit of about 3.125 nM. At the same
time, FAM-labeled nCoV-S1-Apt1 can
be used as fluorescent probe to capture
S1 subunits and SARS-CoV-2 pseudo
virus in human serums, with good
recognition and detection linearity in
the range of 102-105 virus particles.
To verify the multi-scale
inhibitory effect of nCoV-S1Apt1 on SARS-CoV-2, the
team conducted inhibition tests
from three levels, i.e., RBD,
S1 subunit and pseudo virus.
The results
show that nCoV-S1-Apt1
can reduce SARS-CoV-2
infection by binding to

News Source:
Beijing Institute of Technology
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RBD of S1 and hindering the
identification and interaction between
S1 and ACE2, which indicates that it
has good application potential as a new
neutralizing antiviral agent against
SARS-CoV-2 infection.

In summary, the team screened and
identified six aptamers of S1 protein,
verified the application ability of CoVS1-Apt1 in the prevention, treatment
and detection of COVID-19, and
provided potential tools for the design
of fusion nucleic acid inhibitors,
neutralizing
oligonucleotides
or
targeted delivery system for SARSCoV-2. In addition, the study proposed
a screening and identification strategy
for virus-suppressing aptamer selection
based on multi-scale target selection.
Yang Ge, a postdoctoral fellow at
the Advanced Research Institute of
Multidisciplinary Sciences and School
of Life Science of Beijing Institute
of Technology, is the first author of
the paper, and Huang Yuanyu is the
corresponding author. The research
was strongly supported by Professor
Qu Feng of Beijing Institute of
Technology.
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CRRC Electric New Energy Vehicle Big Data
Joint Innovation Center established
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News Source: Beijing Institute of Technology

Seeking cooperation, working together

R

ecently,
CRRC
Electric and BIT
Xinyuan
jointly
established “New Energy
Vehicle Big Data Joint
Innovation Center”. A
cooperation agreement has
been formally signed by
the two sides.
Beijing
Institute
of
Technology
Xinyuan
Information Technology
Co., Ltd. (abbreviation:

BIT
Xinyuan)
was
established
in
2015.
Based on the National
Engineering Laboratory
of
Electric
Vehicles
of Beijing Institute of
Technology, it specializes
in new energy vehicle
networking applications
and services, and is
committed to providing
complete
solution
to
vehicle informatization.
This strategic cooperation is an important measure to promote the development of in new
energy vehicle big data between the CRRC Electric and BIT Xinyuan, and it is also a key
layout for the big data application of CRRC Electric new energy vehicles. When CRRC
Electric and BIT Xinyuan work together, what kind of surprise will they bring us?

Making a safer
Making the “battery
travel for the public
management
How to give vehicles “independent awareness”,
system” smarter so as to help scientific management of bus

companies and to make public travel safer?
Both sides will use data warehouse building and
big data in-depth mining technology to carry
out further application context research on the
market distribution, operating conditions and
characteristics of new energy buses, providing a
reasonable basis for efficient dispatching by bus
After the establishment of the “New Energy
companies.
Vehicle Big Data Joint Innovation Center”, the
two sides will take their own advantages to
What’s more, the two sides will continuously
make an in-depth research on the construction
carry out in-depth research on driving and
of the Internet of Vehicles platform and big data
traveling security combining the existing
mining to provide solutions for battery big data
human-vehicle-cloud three-level safety early
management in the new energy vehicle industry.
warning coordination system. A more accurate
and reliable improvement plan will be issued by
Based on the continuously accumulated data from
collecting real-time information on driver habits,
the new energy big data platform, the reliability
vehicle conditions, and road conditions to reduce
of the new energy vehicle battery security early
the occurrence frequency of public transportation
warning system will be continuously improved,
safety accidents.
and the power battery residual value evaluation
application system will also be improved, so
The establishment of the “New Energy Vehicle
that the battery management system conducts
Big Data Joint Innovation Center” will make
self-management, self-learning, and selffull use of resource advantages of both CRRC
improvement.
Electric and BIT Xinyuan, and make a deepening
cooperation in the field of battery safety early
warning, travel safety and driving safety. All
of these measures will better serve and support
the government industrial decision-making,
expand industry influence, and creating greater
commercial value for both sides.
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BIT’s Major Progress in the
Field of Gas-phase Clusters
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News Source: Beijing Institute of Technology

R

ecently, associate professor Ma Jiabi
and his team from the School of
Chemistry and Chemical Engineering,
Beijing Institute of Technology (BIT) studied
the reactivity and structure of N2 and CO2
with NbH2– gas-phase clusters by using
mass spectrometry (MS), anion photoelectron
spectroscopy (PES), and quantum-chemical
calculations, enabled the direct coupling
of N2 and CO2 to form the C–N bond at
room temperature, and revealed a novel N2
activation mode—Metal–Ligand Activation
(MLA). The results have been published in
the international authoritative journal, The
Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters(2021,
12, 3490-3496) under the title of "Dinitrogen
and Carbon Dioxide Activation to Form
C–N Bonds at Room Temperature: A New
Mechanism Revealed by Experimental and
Theoretical Studies". Wang Ming (PhD student
at the School of Chemistry and Chemical
Engineering), Chu Lanye (graduate student)
and Li Ziyu (Institute of Chemistry, Chinese
Academy of Sciences) are co-first authors
of this paper. Ma Jiabi (associate professor
at BIT) and Hu Lianrui (teacher at Xihua
University) are co-corresponding authors of
this paper.

N2 and CO2 are both inert small molecules.
It has been challenging to activate and couple
N2 and CO2 under mild conditions to directly
form C−N bonds to convert them into valuable
chemical products. At present, only a few
condensed-phase species can directly couple
N2 and CO2 to form C−N bond containing
compounds, all of which require external
fields. For example, urea can be synthesized
by photolysis and synthesis of isocyanate and
electrocatalytic coupling of N2 and CO2. So
far, studies on N2 activation and transformation
mediated by metallic ions in the gas-phase
have been published, in which the cleavage
of N≡N bond usually requires multinuclear
transition metal atoms as the active sites. In
2019, Ma Jiabi's team found that Ta3N3H−
and Ta3N3− clusters can completely activate
N2 molecules and form adsorption Ta3N5H−
and Ta3N5− products. During the reaction, the
active sites of N2 reduction were 2 and 3 Ta
atoms respectively (J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2019,
141, 12592-12600). Based on the activation
of N2, further transformation of N2 into C−N
bonds would be of profound significance for
the metal-organic, coordination chemistry,
etc.

With the support of the National Natural
Science Foundation of China's major
research program, based on the previous
research, associate professor Ma Jiabi
and his team activated N2 and CO2
successively to form the C−N bond at
room temperature. Further theoretical
calculations indicate that the most favorable
steps for the formation of C−N bonds
through the coupling between CO2 and
N2 under mild conditions are as follows:
1) N2 preactivation, 2) CO2 activation, 3)
C−N bond formation with simultaneous
N−N bond fracture. During N2 activation,
the 2p-orbital of C interacts with the
2p-orbital of N instead of the transition
metal d-orbital. Only one non-noble metal
Nb atom is necessary to activate N2,
while the adjacent C atom from CO2 is
an electron reservoir, which receives and
donates electrons. This is a first realization
of gas-phased cluster which couples N2
and CO2 at room temperature. It reveals a
novel and important N2 activation mode—
metal-ligand activation (MLA), which
may help to develop new design strategies
for single-metal atom catalysts.

Moreover, in cooperation with Professor
Xiao Shoufeng from Zhejiang University,
the team has successfully combined
the cluster model with molecular sieve
catalyst and made a series of progress and
breakthroughs in chemical productions
of aerobic dehydrogenation of propane.
For example, as in a paper published
in ACS Catal (2020, 10, 10559-10569,
IF=""12.35""), they discovered and
demonstrated that in the MnOX-CeO2
system, by regulating the surface oxygen
of the catalyst through strong oxi-carrier
interaction (SOSI), the combustion
catalyst can be converted into a selective
dehydrogenation catalyst, and the high
activity site is derived from the interfacial
oxygen. What’s more, in the propane
dehydrogenation reaction, the unit point B
was synthesized and proved to be the active
center in the reaction, which is different
from the common catalyst containing
B-O-B oligomer. This study extends the
conventional understanding of boronbased catalyst and provides a new idea for
the manufacture of propylene from aerobic
dehydrogenation of propane. The result
was published entitling "Isolated Boron
in Zeolite for oxidative dehydrogenation
of propane" in Science (372, 76-80).
Professor Ma Jiabi and doctoral student
Wang Ming from BIT are the co-authors.
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BIT Empowers Technology
for Winter Olympics
News Source: Beijing Institute of Technology
[Editor's note] 2021 marks the 100th anniversary of the founding of the
Communist Party of China. It is the first year of implementing the 14th FiveYear Plan and is a new start of building a modern socialist country in all
aspects. Under the circumstance of carrying out party history learning and
education, the Department of Publicity of the party committee has launched
a special report titled “Always Follow the Party and Forge Ahead in the
New Expedition”, which covers the school’s achievements in Party building
and strengthening the leadership of the Party and tells the stories of strivers
in BIT, both of which have broadly gathered the majestic strength of the
school’s development.

H

ow can athletes make the movement of skating and skiing more
accurate? Why do they train on the snow in non-snow seasons? To
prepare for the Beijing Winter Olympics and improve the training
level of winter sports events, a project led by Beijing Institute of Technology
(BIT), “Winter Olympics of Science and Technology” has been steadily
advancing in the past few years. One after another, “black technologies” have
been used in China’s winter sports training to achieve the “Winter Olympics
of Science and Technology” and help athletes become faster and stronger in
the ice and snow arenas.
In less than one year before the Beijing Winter Olympics, BIT’s “black
technology” project for the Winter Olympics has drawn much attention
and been reported by CCTV, Xinhua News Agency, Guangming Daily and
other media. Let’s follow the media and meet the behind-the-scenes heroes
working on the front of the technological Winter Olympics as well as their
“black technologies.”

Tracking movement with
high precision camera

Liu Ming, an associate
professor at the Instrument
Research Institute of BIT,
has been leading a team in
testing the equipment again
and again in the skating hall
of the Capital University of
Physical Education and Sports.
Image acquisition pan-tiltzoom equipment and ultrahigh-definition cameras were
erected on the stands. These
apparatuses help Liu Ming
collect and analyze the testers’
motion path, which is available
on a 4K monitor.

and motion path analysis
system can take a panoramic
shot of the entire stadium. It has
a high single frame resolution
of 25 million pixels and a frame
rate of 160 frames per second,
which can record the motion
path of athletes moving fast
in large scenes. Although the
accuracy is relatively low, it can
measure multiple players at the
same time,” said Liu Ming.
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measurement, but the field of
vision is relatively fixed, and
the recording range is limited. If
you want to record a larger site,
you need to set up multiple sets
of cameras covering different
areas. As a result, the system
is complex and expensive, and
usually has a fixed position
in the ice rink and cannot be
moved.

To break through these
How can the combination of
limitations, the lens alone has
the two pieces of equipment
gone through 7 versions from
help the athletes? According
the beginning of research to
to Liu Ming, collecting the
the current product phase,
The pan-tilt-zoom set is not
close-ups and motion path of
according to Liu Ming. “The
very giant, consisting of two
athletes can help them optimize first problem to be solved
parts which capture and collect their technical movements and is accuracy when applying
the movement and path of
train more scientifically and
pan-tilt-zoom technology to
athletes on ice. “The pan-tilteffectively, “for example, the
machine vision. The pan-tilt
zoom path acquisition and
system can analyze the position has angular accuracy, and the
movement capture analysis
of the athlete’s head and the
zoom lens has an accuracy of
equipment has a zoom
its height from the ice surface
focal length change, so realfunction, which incorporates an when turning directions, and
time data of focal length and
intelligent tracking algorithm
can help athletes adjust their
magnification must be available
and can follow the entire
body posture and balance more at any time, which no lens on
motion process of the athlete
scientifically in training.”
the current market are capable
throughout the game. The
of. Consequently, we have to
athlete’s size in the screen is
So, why not use high-speed
relatively stable, which allows cameras to do the tracking? Liu
the capture of fine close-ups.
Ming’s answer is simple: his
This technology not only
equipment should be easy to use
enables a much easier extraction for athletes and coaches. The
of athlete’s motion path, but
common existing equipment on
also captures the movement
the market can meet the needs
of his body. The ice rink
of multi-angle shooting and
panoramic image acquisition
three-dimensional
▲ Liu Ming, associate professor at
the School of Optics and Photonics, is
adjusting and testing the equipment
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Three-dimensional reproduction
of centimeter-level precision

build everything by ourselves
from the turntable to the zoom
system. Although the workload
is heavy, the accuracy of the
equipment is guaranteed. The
second problem is algorithm.
As an optical tracking system,
it is sensitive to interferes and
view-blocking obstacles. Once
athletes obscure each other and
the target is temporarily lost,
traditional algorithm will go
haywire. Our students have been
working hard to improve it. At
present, we have realized the
function of continuous tracking
against short-term abruption,
and we are still working to
perfect it,” said Liu Ming.
“I hope that our equipment and
products can be applied as soon
as possible in the teaching and
training of ice sports and even in
athletics and improve athletes’
performance. It will be our
greatest honor,” said Liu Ming.

▲ Associate Professor Zhang Haiyang,
School of Optics and Photonics

Speeding on the vast snowy
field with ups and downs, and
turning sideways from time to
time—at BIT, Zhang Haiyang
from the research group of “3D
Perception and Reconstruction
Technology of Winter Project
Scene” is demonstrating a
simulation of a ski resort in
Chongli on the screen, which is
built with a 3D radar-scanning
system. Two drones equipped
with the radar system are being
placed next to him.
“The Winter Olympics field
drops sharply on the track.
The athletes are in danger
throughout the course of
skating and must have high
technical skills and overcome
a lot of psychological pressure.
Therefore, they are only able
to finish the track a few times
a day and it consumes a lot
of stamina. The simulation
system can help them improve
training efficiency and establish
psychological expectations,”
said Zhang Haiyang, who also
suggested the significance of
the project also lies in building
indoor simulation scenes for
athletes. Whenever the team
finish scanning a scene, the
intensive process of building
the simulation scene will begin.

The simulation training system
has strict requirements on
reconstruction accuracy, low
temperature and real-time
transmission. Among them,
low temperature poses the
greatest challenge. Some ski
resorts cover several square
kilometers, and some have a
drop of nearly one kilometer.
It is more efficient to scan the
scene with drones carrying
radar, but the power of drones
decreases below -20℃ (-4℉).
For this reason, the team
have developed a suitable
radar scanning system which
operates in low temperature
environment.
The environment varies with
different skiing fields. To
achieve precise reconstruction,
a large amount of field data
need to be collected. To
this end, the research team
employed drone-borne and
vehicle-mounted radar systems
on multiple ski resorts in
Beijing, Hebei, Jilin and other
places to scan and test data.
They also collected athletes’
motion information on the ski
resorts through sensors they
wore, which then displays on
the screen.
For the team of 5 teachers and

▲ Cao Hongqing,
a graduate student
at the School of
Automation, is
trying simulated ski
training

alpine skiing

In a laboratory at BIT, Cao Hongqing, a graduate student from the
School of Automation, has put on sensor equipment and stepped
onto a pair of virtual skis on the 12-meter-long sliding track.
10 students, the experience of
Watching the simulated skiing scene on the huge electronic screen,
braving the cold snow field is
unforgettable. “At the beginning he began to sway rapidly from side to side.
of January, the temperature of
the Chongli Snow Resorts was Cao Hongqing had taken ski training especially for this research
of “Indoor Simulated Multi-Degree-of-Freedom Ski Training
-35℃ (-31℉). Drones could
System”. Now, he can personally test this equipment. “I mainly do
hardly meet the requirements
slewing exercises on the sliding track. It has been tiring practicing
so our team members had to
carry the radar to measurement on it, but you can simulate real skiing experience and carry out
sites, braving low temperature training,” said Cao.
and severe cold. However,
The project mainly aims to provide indoor simulated ski training
due to the rugged terrain and
equipment for athletes of alpine skiing, cross-country skiing and
the shelter of vegetation, our
other events so as to improve the efficiency of their technical
radar could scan about only a
hundred meters, so the boys in movements training such as slewing and sliding. In addition,
our team carried the equipment by installing sports form recognition and posture measurement
around while the girls recorded systems onto the ski training platform, it can collect and analyze
athletes' sports data , which in turn provides guidance for scientific
the data. We made full use
training.
of the intervals between the
athletes’ training and rest. We
spent the whole day measuring According to Liu Xiangdong, head of the research group and
professor at the School of Automation of BIT, the advantage of
one track after another at low
temperature. On the second day, this equipment is that it enables athletes to carry out ski training
we finished building the three- indoors in non-snow seasons, and the sliding track can reach a
speed of 100 kilometers per hour. 17 sensors are attached to the
dimensional scene and sent it
joints of the athlete, which can accurately collect his posture and
to the training team,” said a
movement data and help the coach to evaluate the performance.
member of the team.
In addition, the general-purpose version of this equipment is also
equipped with a sports simulation platform under the sliding track,
“At present, our equipment
which can change in height and slope and helps athletes train under
have been applied by the
various angles. Related equipment has been adopted in the daily
national team. It can reduce
training of athletes of the national alpine skiing team.
athletes' non-training injuries,
improve sports efficiency, and
“The Beijing Winter Olympics are around the corner, and we hope
provide technical assistance
that our research results can promote the training efficiency of
for coaches.” So said Zhang
athletes as an aspect of Winter Olympics of Science and Technology.
Haiyang, who hopes this
In this way, we can make our contribution to the Winter Olympics,”
technical achievement can
said Liu Xiangdong.
benefit more athletes.
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Accurate-to-muscle
intelligent training management system
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▲ The Sports and Cell Mechanics
Research Group from the School of
Aerospace Engineering is running tests
at the Jilin Beidahu cross-country skiing
training ground

What is the best way for alpine
skiing athletes to bypass the
flag gate quickly? What is the
most energy-saving posture for
cross-country skiing? Which
posture is the best for ski
jumping? How should speed
skating athletes train their
turning skills? Professor Huo Bo
from the School of Aerospace
Engineering has been leading the
human motion mechanics team
in studying four types of winter
sports―alpine skiing, crosscountry skiing, ski jumping, and
speed skating. Based on threedimensional motion capture
and
automatic
recognition
technology,
aerodynamic
experiments and simulation
technology, physiological sensor
technology, and musculoskeletal
dynamics analysis, his team has
developed the Winter Event
Intelligent Training Management
System, which provides athletes
with personalized and intelligent
training plans.

“Ski jumpers should lower their center of gravity as much as
possible to reduce air resistance during the skiing phase, which
is before the take-off phase. At the same time, they should extend
their knees appropriately to better extend their limbs after leaving
the stage. When they leap off, they should reduce the extension
speed of their hip joint to reduce the wind resistance of their trunk.
In daily physical training, athletes should focus on improving the
explosive force of the lower limbs while avoiding excessive knee
joint valgus and improving the strength and efficiency of kicking
and extension.” So proposed the research team as an intelligent
sports management advice to the national ski jump team.

"The system can collect in real time the three-dimensional posture
parameters of athletes performing special movements in different
events, as well as the ground reaction force and air resistance
generated by the movements. The system then generates the database
of the athlete’s dynamics, which can be used for subsequent sports
biomechanics analysis and the formulation of training programs,"
said team leader Huo Bo.
In addition to collecting athletes' dynamics data, the team
has developed the Physiological Parameter Monitoring and
Sports Biomechanics Analysis Training System using wireless
transmission of myoelectric sensors. The system can detect the
real-time physiological sign of athletes under various special
movements. In the process, the system establishes biomechanical
model of the skeletal muscle system to analyze and evaluate the
athletic ability of athletes.
From January 8th to March 24th, 2021, Professor Huo Bo led a
team of seven teachers and students to the Yanqing competition
area and started their technical support for the Chinese bobsleigh
and skeleton teams taking part in the Winter Olympics test matches.
Focusing on the technical requirements and event characteristics of
the two national teams, Huo and his teammates conducted tests and
analyses on the athletes' performance at the starting and turning
during daily training and test matches.
“This year, we had a special Spring Festival together with the
national team. Although it has been tough, I still feel full of power
knowing we are making contributions to major national events,”
said Jiang Liang, a doctoral student on the team.

Speed skating equipped with
instant accelerator
The sliding skill at the curve
is the key to victory in speed
skating. BIT’s aerospace launch
technology team has developed
a “high-speed human catapult”,
which can assist speed skaters
in training their curve sliding
technique. The catapult has
achieved precise control of the
acceleration process, which fills
the gap of this field in China.
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greatly meet the needs of this
project, the team began to
develop the “high-speed human
catapult”, hoping the device
can pull the athletes to instant
acceleration.
After a complex process of
principle design, prototype
design, trial production, a mass
of functional experiments,
counterweight
experiments,
and field experiments, the first
device of the “high-speed human
catapult” was successfully
complete in April 2019. This
device enables speed skaters
to leave at a speed of up to 20
meters per second. Assisted
by the device, the speed skater
can reach in just a few seconds
the designated speed from a
standstill state, adjust his posture
and enter the curve.

Hao Jiguang, professor at BIT
and the main contributor to the
project, said that in the past,
athletes used their own strength
to accelerate before entering
the curve, which consumes
great energy. Consequently,
athletes could only practice
curve technique in large amount
before major events. In addition,
athlete’s physical state greatly
influences the eventual speed
they can accelerate to, hence
the training is often not accurate At present, the national speed
enough.
skating team has used the “highspeed human catapult” for several
“We hope to use the catapult times to carry out training and
launch to accelerate the athletes has trained operators for several
and let them experience ‘world- teams. It has become one of the
class speed,” said Hao Jiguang, daily training subjects of the
who continued that since the national team to practice curve
technology in the school's technique using this device.
aerospace launch major can

▲ The “high-speed human catapult”
is being used by coaching staff of the
national speed skating team to carry
out simulation training

Practice has verified that the
“high-speed human catapult”
can not only save about twothirds of the training time of
special technical movements
such as assisting sliding and
jumping and reduce the athlete’s
physical consumption, but also
achieve precise control of the
acceleration process, which
improves the training efficiency
and effectiveness.
In addition to speed skating,
catapult for ski jumping has also
been successfully developed
and will be installed and applied
soon. It will enable ski jumpers
to slide off at a speed of up to
30 meters per second, providing
technological
support
for
athletes’ performance.
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Building coldness-enduring electric
cars for Winter Olympics
"Without external aid, there is no any other
pure electric vehicle in the world that can
start by itself after being placed in nearly
-40℃(-40℉) for 72 hours," said Sun
Fengchun, "but we achieved it in 2018."
From 2018 to 2020, the team has been to
Yakeshi three times to conduct extreme
coldness tests on key technologies of
NEVs where the minimal test temperature
was close to -40℃.

▲ Academician Sun Fengchun is conducting a test in extremely cold environment

“The data will not be convincing unless the
car is completely frozen.” At 4 o’clock in
the morning on January 19, 2020, on the ice
lake in Yakeshi, Sun Fengchun, professor
at the School of Mechanical Engineering
and academician of the Chinese Academy
of Engineering, personally led the team
again to conduct the final field test
of new energy vehicle (NEV) for the
Winter Olympics in extreme coldness.
To challenge the extreme conditions, Sun
Fengchun insisted on parking the vehicle
on the ice for three whole days in advance
to ensure it was completely frozen.

"Beijing 2022 Winter Olympics must
achieve full coverage of NEVs, which
poses a historic challenge to the overall
performance of pure electric vehicles,"
said Sun Fengchun. According to the
academician, Zhangjiakou, the host of
the Winter Olympics snow project, can
reach a minimal temperature of -20℃(4℉) in winter. "Under low temperature
conditions in winter, the battery cannot be
charged or discharged; the vehicle cannot
be cold-started at a low temperature, and
consumes much heating energy. It is a
worldwide technical problem for pure
electric vehicles."
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Under low temperature conditions, the airconditioning efficiency of NEVs becomes
a main concern for car owners. “This is a
big challenge for the entire automotive airconditioning industry,” said Luo Yuehua,
chairman of Hunan Huaqiang Electric
Co., Ltd. and a member of the team, "after
a three-year technical research, in 2020,
the team has achieved that the car’s air
conditioner still operates reliably under a
temperature of -30℃ (-22℉). From then
“Our mission includes both basic scientific on, the new energy car air conditioner
research innovation and engineering has no longer been restricted by low
technology innovation, which finally temperature.
must be implemented in mature vehicle
products,” said Lin Cheng, professor at As a developing country with a large
the School of Mechanical Engineering population but limited energy resource,
and a member of the project team. The China has a broad market demand for
team went through two extremely harsh pure electric buses. “NEVs with China's
years in 2016 and 2017, during which they independent intellectual property rights
first cooperated with a Chinese-American will not only effectively serve the Green
scholar to solve the low-temperature Winter Olympics, but will also completely
battery problem, cooperated with BAIC solve the problem of the promotion and
New Energy and Beiqi Foton to deal with application of NEVs in the northeast,
the technical problems of the vehicle as a northwest or alpine regions of China,
whole, and worked with Hunan Huaqiang and Chinese NEVs will no longer have
to solve the problem of air conditioner. Lin restricted areas,” said Sun Fengchun.
continued, “the time limit of the Winter
Olympics project cannot be altered, and
we must continue to tap our potential and
creativity."
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Facilitating Faster and More
Affordable Internet Connection!

Manpower recruitments: 10
yuan per month, with the
internet speed limited to
10Mb/s when the mobile
traffic reaches 100G; staffs:
15 yuan per month,
with the internet speed limited to
10Mb/s when the mobile traffic
reaches 100G.” In February
2021, in the newly released
“Management Measure for
Sharing the Cost of Campus
Network of Beijing Institute
of
Technology
(Revised)”
and “Implementation Rules
for Campus Network Tariff of
Beijing Institute of Technology”,
new adjustments have been made
to the Internet tariff for students
and teachers, which means
that from now on, students and
teachers of Beijing Institute
of Technology (BIT) have
completely said goodbye to the
old mode of charging according
to the data usage. It also means
that they will no longer have to
worry about how much data they
have used, no matter how they
search for or download domestic
and foreign resources during
work and study.
At 19:30, on March 26th, the
exit downlink mobile traffic of
the IPv4 of the campus network
reached 20.0G. From then on,
the exit mobile traffic of BIT has

formally entered the “20G+ era”
on the 7th day after students
came back to school in the new
semester and BIT implemented
the new charging scheme on
March 1st.

----The Network Exit Mobile
Traffic of BIT Enters
“20G+ Era”

months from August, 2020 to
“Facilitating faster and more March, 2021.
affordable Internet connection”
for teachers and students to do This
network
technology
“Internet affairs” has become upgrade
mainly
included
one of the concrete initiatives the following parts: the
in the Party history learning transformation of the exit link,
and education of BIT, which are which aimed at upgrading the
featured to coordinate, break charging gateway, traffic control,
through the bottleneck and serve firewall and other equipment of
teachers and students. Behind the original exit link from dualthe seemingly simple change is channel 10G to dual-channel
a comprehensive and systematic 40G; the transformation of the
“network transformation battle” campus network backbone link,
carried out by BIT internal and including the whole network
external forces. The Office three layer switch, the whole
of IT Administration and the network wireless three layer
Information Technology Center switch, the whole network
of BIT have started the technical wireless authentication BASE,
project demonstration since the wireless three layer switch
the beginning of 2020, started of Liangxiang Campus, the data
the technical preparation since centre three layer switch, which
June 2021, and completed eight were all upgraded to dual-link or
important technical upgrade multi-link 40G, and even could
and transformation work of the be directly expanded to 100G;
campus network within six
the upgrade of old wireless the
elimination of the secondary

News Source:
Beijing Institute of
Technology

network from gigabit to 10
gigabit in some buildings
with node bottleneck; the reconvergence of DHCP intranet,
which converged the wired
network and wireless network
respectively into two large
groups; the DNS system of
LAN and WAN was upgraded
to support the analysis of
wired, wireless and data centre
internally, and the analysis
and re-optimization of link
externally; the authentication and
charging system was upgraded
and transformed to support
predictable high network traffic,
high concurrent authentication
requests and charging messages,
in the meantime to support the
active-standby mode; the unified

identity authentication system
was upgraded to interwork with
online account to switch to
unified identity authentication
account; the carrier lines were
upgraded to 30G+ (IPv4), and
the main bandwidth adopted the
new mode of home bandwidth
aggregation
to
expand
bandwidth and reduce costs at
the same time. Moreover, part
of the dedicated bandwidth was
reserved to particularly ensure
the service capacity of core
systems such as "Lexue".
Because of the large scope,
the long period of time and
the large involvement of the
campus network hardware and
software infrastructure of this
transformation, in the process
of project implementation, the
relevant departments of BIT
fully embodied the "teacherand student-oriented" concept:
they not only arranged most of
the construction time at night,
in which the technical staff
spared no effort to work, but also
guided teachers and students to
actively participate in the mobile
traffic test in order to reduce the
negative feelings of users due to
network transformation. From
September 2020 onwards, all
students and teachers were given
monthly 80G data packets for
six consecutive months, in order
that BIT could make sufficient
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preparations for the adjustment
of the charging model.
During
the
six
months’
promoting work, the network
technology team of BIT has
successfully completed the
iterative process of upgrading,
testing, troubleshooting and
optimising the campus network;
it has also completed the service
security work for key tasks,
such as epidemic prevention and
control, the 80th anniversary of
the founding of BIT. After hard
work, the campus network was
transformed completely in and
out in the new semester, and a
new charging method of “basic
fee only, data usage unlimited”
was officially released and
implemented at the beginning of
the new semester.
This “facilitating faster and more
affordable internet connection”
marks that the campus network
has entered a new age, which
not only fully meets the fastgrowing informatization needs
of teachers and students, but
also represents an important
phased-achievement in the
construction of “Intelligent
BIT”. It will certainly provide
strong informatization support
for BIT to start a new journey of
building a world-class university
with Chinese characteristics and
to develop with high-quality.

This year’s Physics Public Science Day focuses on "Fragrance of sakura
and the beauty of reading" and set up six activities including "bookworm
sharing session", "book appreciation session", "book reading session",
"entering the scientific research", "reading guidance with the fragrance of
sakura" and "enjoying the collection of beautiful works", which covered
various forms such as lectures, salons, book exhibitions and laboratory
visits. It aimed to stimulate interest in physics through reading, book
guide activities and live demonstration experiment. These activities carry
forward the spirit of truth-seeking exploration in physics learning, reveal
the wonderful journey of cognitive science for youngsters.. Students from
Qiushi College, Qiangji planning class of Teli College, Primary School
attached to BIT and the Experimental School Attached to BIT as well as
some physics enthusiasts outside university participated in this activity.
On the Physics Public Science Day, School of Physics cooperated with
World Book Publishing Co., Ltd. and set up a "Boyue Study" and the
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News Source: Beijing Institute of Technology

"

Very exciting! So magical!" Students of the Experimental School
Attached to Beijing Institute of Technology (BIT) said happily.
“Exciting” and “magical” are often heard in this year’s Physics
Public Science Day at BIT. After the physics-themed garden party with a
high number of visitors in 2019 and the online live physics lecture with a
high popularity in 2020, on April 18, Physics Public Science Day entitled
"Fragrance of sakura and the beauty of reading" was held in Liangxiang
campus of BIT.

BIT School of Physics Held Physics
Public Science Day entitled "Fragrance
of Sakura and Beauty of Reading"
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company's first "reading base". Li Zhongliang, chief editor of Beijing
World Publishing Corporation, Zhu Liwei, director of New Media Center
of World Book Publishing Co., Yao Wenli, deputy librarian of BIT
Library, and Wang Jingjing, deputy secretary of the Party committee and
vice president of School of Physics jointly unveiled the "Boyue Study"
and "reading base". In order to give better play to the educational effect
of the classic books of the "Boyue Study", the School of Physics hired the
first batch of six teachers as the studying companion of "Boyue Study".
It will regularly carry out salons and guide the reading of classic books
for all teachers and students, so as to cultivate a reading atmosphere in
which teachers and students read, learn, share and enjoy reading together.
"In 'Boyue Study', you will see many classical and excellent books to
accompany and guide you to grow. Among them, physics books make
people wise and rational, psychology books make people gentle and
intelligent, and classic books of Party history make people erudite. They
will become 'good friends' to help you grow." At the opening ceremony,
Wang Jingjing delivered a speech on behalf of the School of Physics. She
introduced the history of the School of Physics, the attempts made by
the school in publicizing physics science in recent years and the social
repercussions achieved. The year 2021 marks the 10th anniversary of
the founding of School of Physics. On behalf of the school, she thanked
people from all walks of life, teachers, students and alumni for their
support for the development of the school. and sent a sincere invitation
to participate in the school’s 10th anniversary celebration.
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World Book Publishing Co., Ltd. has always adhered to the
publishing purpose of "introducing China to the world and
introducing the world to China". It has photocopied and
published thousands of classic scientific and technological books,
which has played a positive role in promoting the sustainable
development of scientific research and higher education in China.
The completion of the "reading base" is a beneficial measure for
World Book Publishing Co. to enter colleges and universities
and get close to readers and serve teaching. It also represents its
business philosophy of "prospering the country through science
and education, prospering science and education through books,
serving scientific research and universities," said Li Zhongliang.
Cooperating with publishing institutions and other off-campus
resources is an important measure for the library to develop new
high-quality book resources and provide teachers and students
with a better reading experience. I hope that students will cherish
their time at school, make full use of the rich learning resources
provided by the school, and study hard to live up to their youth,"
said Yao Wenli.
In the "bookworm sharing session", Dr. Chen Liang, who
graduated from MIT and now serves as the general director
of World Book Publishing science and technology publishing,
talked about his unforgettable experience of learning and reading
in many famous universities at home and abroad. He shared his
experience in scientific research and original photocopy book
publishing, and answered the students' questions. He suggested
that students be interest-oriented, always have pure thirst for
knowledge and motivation, and devote themselves to learning.
Professor Guo Wei of the School of Physics and Zhu Liwei,
director of World Book Publishing Co. presided over the "book
appreciation" session. They enthusiastically introduced the
classic books to students, led the students to read the Landau
theoretical physics course, which was not yet on the market.
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They helped the students understand the framework of physics
textbooks, and explained to the students how to select books and
read effectively.
Floating globe, suspended faucet, friction-activated fluorescent
lamp, basin of fish patterns with divisional vibration... In the
demonstration area of the Physics Experiment Center, interesting
experimental devices are surrounded by curious students.
Professor Wang Fei of the School of Physics was leading
volunteers to explain the physics principles behind the wonderful
phenomena to the audience, stimulating teenagers' curiosity to
explore science. In the “book reading session”,, Liu Xiaonan,
editor of Foreign Language Teaching and Research Press, shared
with primary and secondary school students with the theme of
"the origin of a popular science book". She talked from the
introduction and publication of foreign books to the production
process of original popular science books, attracting the audience
to enjoy the fun of reading. In the "scientific research" session,
Prof. Han Junfeng and the doctoral students of the laboratory led
the audience into the Advanced Scientific Research Laboratory
and explained to the audiences the principles of physical
experiments with vivid examples.
This year’s Physics Public Science Day took books as the medium
to guide readers to enjoy reading and learn about how to read.
Through wonderful and interesting demonstration experiments,
the activity leads the audience to perceive, understand and fall in
love with physics. In the future, the School of Physics will carry
out more physics science popularization and education activities,
which will cultivate students' interest in physics guide students
to understand the scientific spirit and stimulate them to devote
themselves into this basic subject and contribute to the country’s
economic and social development.
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Play the Five Cards of the Grassroots Labor Union Well

“

----Work Documentation of Labor Union in School of
Materials Science and Engineering, BIT

Striving to welcome a hundred years, training outstanding
talents for the great country”, “a Party member is a flag”,
“following the Party firmly and trying our best to do our
job”, etc. At the site to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the
founding of the Party held by the Labor Union of the School
of Materials Science and Engineering, everyone from the
School of Materials Science and Engineering wrote down
the steadfast oath to dedicate themselves to China and the
Communist Party of China.
In recent years, under the strong leadership of CPC committee
of Beijing Institute of Technology (BIT), the Labor Union
of the School of Materials Science and Engineering has
always combined serving the overall development of BIT
with constructing the Labor Union itself, played “five cards”
of school grassroots Labor Union construction, served the
overall situation and been proactive, taking the initiative to
promote the high-quality development of BIT.

News Source: Beijing Institute of Technology

Play a good “direction card”,
casting a light on thought leading

beautiful time of BIT with photos, and stimulated their love
and pride for BIT. Teacher Wei Jing expressed her pursuit of
dreams in an accompanying essay of a campus night scene
picture, and this was also the inner portrayal of thousands of
dream chasing BITers.
In order to play the “direction card” of the Party building leading
well, through “Party building leads engineering construction,
engineering construction promotes Party building”, School of
Materials Science and Engineering guided faculty members to
listen to and follow the Communist Party of China. The school
Labor Union continued to integrate ideological guidance into
important time nodes and major events, and successively
carried out activities such as “welcoming the National
Congress of CPC, marching into the 14th Five-Year Plan” and
“The path to science is full of hardships and hopes! I wish that in “my opinions of educational evaluation reform”.
the future, the School of Materials Science and Engineering has the
courage to open up, has talents in large numbers, and creates new For many years, the CPC Committee of the School of Materials
glory!” In the activity “sending a message to strive for ‘Double Science and Engineering has always adhered to the joint system
First-Class’ university and making achievement in a new era” among Party, government and worker, has regularly listened
organized by the Labor Union of the School of Materials Science to annual Labor Union work reports, held Labor Union work
and Engineering, Wu Feng, academician of the Chinese Academy seminars, incorporated the work of the Labor Union into the
of Engineering, wrote down his expectations affectionately. During main points of the school annual work for deployment, and
the 80th anniversary of BIT in 2020, the Labor Union of the provided venues and financial support for union activities.
School of Materials Science and Engineering held the activity of Meanwhile, it took the Party’s advantages in Politics,
“presenting gifts to the BIT anniversary, sending love with light organization, and resource, providing practical guidance for
and shadow”, which encouraged faculty members to record the
the Labor Union work.
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Play the “advice card” well,
strengthening democratic supervision

“The school needs to plan new
interdisciplinary directions during the
‘14th Five-Year Plan’ period”, “the
enthusiasm of experimental post teachers
needs to be further mobilized”, “the
intensity of annual performance rewards
can be even greater”, etc. In daily work,
the faculty representatives of the School
of Materials Science and Engineering
deeply participate in the governance of
the school with a sense of responsibility
as a master. In terms of major issues such
as job title appraisal and employment,
performance distribution, job hiring,
and school development planning, the
Teachers Congress of Labor Union has
played an active role. It effectively ensures
the three aspects of “source participation,
deliberation, and approval”, organically
combining the “common touch” that
condenses the extensive wisdom of faculty
with the school “top-level design” that
strives to be first-class.
In order to play the “advice card” of
democratic participation well, the School
of Materials Science and Engineering
insists on holding an annual faculty
conference to make a report on the school
work, finance and Labor Union work to all
faculty members, and ask them to review
the work. In order to make full use of the role
of faculty participating in and discussing
politics, the school has established a
system for faculty representatives to attend
the Party and government joint meeting,
strictly implementing the decision-making
procedures that major issues involving the
vital interests of faculty should be

reviewed and approved by the Teachers
Congress.
“Labor Union is an important part of
BIT governance. In the new era, Labor
Union has much to do in promoting the
sound and fast development of BIT and
schools,” said Liu Yan, president of Labor
Union of School of Materials Science
and Engineering. In recent years, the
Labor Union of the Material Science and
Engineering constantly has improved the
democratic supervision mechanism, and
guaranteed the right of faculty to know, to
participate, to express and to supervise. The
school encouraged faculty to give advice
on the development of BIT, proposals
such as “speeding up the construction
of chemical reagent warehouse” were
rated as excellent proposals by Teachers
Congress, and received positive responses
and implementation from BIT. Meanwhile,
“If there is a problem, reflect it to the
representative, and it will be solved”, this
consensus has been formed among the
faculty members, and a good situation
in which faculty becomes supporters,
participants, and practitioners of the
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Play the "culture card" well, carrying
out mass activities enthusiastically
In central garden, stadium, teaching
buildings and other locations, book
sharing, chess, tug-of-war, kicking
tweezers, yoga, Tai Chi and other series
of activities held by School of Materials
Science and Engineering were exciting.
Considering that it was difficult for faculty
to participate in these activities at a unified
time because of their different teaching
and scientific research tasks, the Labor
Union of School of Materials Science
and Engineering has set up “wonderful
lunchtime” brand activities, using the
fragment of time at noon to organize
faculty to carry out various kinds of
cultural, service and learning activities.
This activity themed by “one hour at noon,
wonderful Materialer” elaborately created
a “cultural lunch” for the faculty.
In order to play the characteristic “culture
card” well with the extensive public
participation, the Labor Union of the School
of Materials Science and Engineering has
carried out a series of characteristic brand
activities guided by core socialist values,
meeting spiritual and cultural demands of
faculty, and creating a healthy, civilized
and uplifting school culture.

“Urging all the faculty to move”, another
brand activity of Labor Union of School
of Materials Science and Engineering,
namely “Sports Plus”, has constantly
introduced sport activities that are popular
among faculty: through the combination
of online and offline ways, it took five
sport events of badminton, table tennis,
basketball, sports meet and brisk walking
throughout the year as the platform, and
takes the faculty sport project team as the
unit. In various sport events organized by
BIT, such as campus marathon, Ta Chi
competition, sports meet, with hard work
and sweat, the school staff won the first
prize of “Faculty Tai Chi Competition” in
form of the group, excellent organization
award of “BIT Marching, staff 80
kilometers cyber walking”.
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Play the “help card” well, assisting
the growth of young teachers

In order to set up a platform for communication among
young teachers, academicians, famous teachers, team
leaders of scientific research and innovation, and outstanding
young talents where young teachers were helped to adapt
to teaching jobs as soon as possible, and to rapidly grow
into outstanding top talents, the Labor Union of School
of Materials Science and Engineering has organized a
series of activities for the purpose of “thinking in learning,
interacting in sharing, innovating in communication,
growing in experience”. In the “Academicians Face-toface”, masters’ wisdom was shared; in the “President Handto-hand”, wisdom on scientific research team building
was passed; in the “My Opinion of Scientific Research”,
academic experience from outstanding youth was shared;
in the “Rule of Thumb of Priority Application”, priority
application experience was shared; in the “Collision of
Thought”, the feelings as a new employee were talked
about. Many activities of these six topics were popular
among young teachers. “Starting with the demands of
the green hands, a series of activities provide them with
practical and powerful help. They are timely rain and
booster for the growth of we young teachers,” said young
teachers involved in the activities.

In order to playing the “help card” well to serve young teachers, the
Labor Union of School of Materials Science and Engineering has
always implemented new tasks and requirements of Central Committee
of CPC to strengthen the ideological and political work of colleges and
universities, guiding young teachers to consciously be teachers with four
good qualities, and implementing the fundamental task of fostering virtue
through education. “Young teachers are an important component of BIT
faculty and the cornerstone of the future development. Therefore, assisting
the growth of young teachers has long been an important work of the
Labor Union of School of Materials Science and Engineering,” said Jin
Haibo, secretary of CPC Committee of the School of Materials Science
and Engineering.
In recent years, combining the young teacher “master-guiding plan” with
the young teacher teaching basic skills competition, the Labor Union of
School of Materials Science and Engineering has helped unexperienced
and experienced teachers pair up. In the teaching process, the original
aspiration of education was carried forward from one generation to another.
A number of young teachers took the initiative to participate in the activity
to promote learning and training, improving teaching skills significantly.
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Play the “warm
heart card” well,
serving the public
Opening an induction symposium, holding a “Small Materialers Painting
BIT with Childlike Heart” family activity, helping staff in trouble,
presenting retired teachers with souvenirs as a token of retirement,
sending blessings to teachers with gold wedding, celebrating the 80th
collective birthday of retired teachers, etc. These behaviors were the
specific practices in the humanistic care of the Labor Union of School of
Materials Science and Engineering, from the time the faculty members
came in, got married, gave birth to the child, until they were retired or met
difficulties by accident. The Labor Union of School of Materials Science
and Engineering was committed to being a confidant, a close friend, and a
strong backer of the faculty, keeping “zero distance” from the faculty, and
constantly approaching, communicating and resonating emotionally.
The Labor Union of School of Materials Science and Engineering played
the “warm heart card” well, constantly brought warmth to the faculty in
all aspects of work and life, and constantly improved the well-being and
a sense of gain of faculty, build the school Labor Union into a “heartwarming family” that gathered the faculty members.
During the outbreak of COVID-19, the school Labor Union raised protective
supplies, sent the first protective masks to the faculty members to ensure
their life security and health. When the faculty encountered difficulties,
the school Labor Union fought for the help for teachers and organized
fund-raising. At the same time, the school Labor Union also sent warmth
to people outside BIT. The faculty donated money to set up a “Dream
Building Scholarship” in Fangshan, contributing to BIT targeted poverty
alleviation through technology and consumption alleviation.

These five cards gathered the thriving strength of the high-quality
development of the Labor Union of School of Materials Science and
Engineering. The school has won many honors such as advanced unit
of the BIT Labor Union, special work award, and various individual
awards. A large number of fighters in the new age, represented by
Pang Siping, the winner of the Capital Labor Medal, emerged. The
Party, government and Labor Union of the school worked together;
“dedication and motivation” has become a common practice; and
“being a good master and making contributions to a new era” has
become the theme. During the 13th Five-Year Plan, the material
discipline of BIT ranked top 1% in ESI, and the school added 1
academician, 20 leading and “Four Youth” talents. Besides, the
school took the lead to win the second prize of National Technology
Invention Award, its research funding has peaked year after year,
and student entrepreneurship and innovation have repeatedly won
national awards. Accordingly, the career of the school has been
constantly thriving.
The blueprint has been drawn, it is high time to fight. The Labor
Union of School of Materials Science and Engineering is only a
microcosm of the many grassroots Labor Unions of BIT which
make concerted efforts. In the opening year of “14th Five-Year
Plan” and the centenary of the Party, under the strong leadership of
BIT CPC Committee, the grassroots Labor Unions will strengthen
confidence, move forward, making unremitting efforts to build BIT
into a double first-class university!
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